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International GCSE MATHEMATICS
FORMULAE SHEET _ HIGHER TIER

Plhagoras'
Theorem

Volume of cone : \nr2h Volume of sphere : !xr3

Surface area of sphere : 41tr2L Curved surface area ofcone: rrl
b

Ia h
a2+ b2: c2

hvp
adj : h1p x cos 0
opp: hyp x sin 0

opp opp: adj x tan 0 In any frangle ABC
C

adj or sino = 
oPP

hvp b a

aoro = udj
h1,p

A
c

tan0: oPP
adj

abc
Sine rule: 

-=- 
:-

stn A sin.B sin C

Cosine rule: a2= b2+ c2-2bc cosA

Area of triangle = L ab sin C

Volume of prism : area of cross section x length

Area of a trapeziw: l(a + b)h

Circumference of circle : 2nr

Area of circle : nr2

Volume of cylinder : nr2h
The Quadratic Equation
The solutions of ax2 + bx * c : 0,
where a*0, ate given by

Curved surface area
of cylinder :2xrh -bx b2 - 4acx:

e

2a

2
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AnswerALL TWENTY ONE questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

1 In January 2A07 the population of Canada was 32 million.
7 million of these Canadian people spoke French as their first language.

(a) Express 7 million as a percentage of 32 million.
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

1 x l0o
3z

f l . 311-

e l.?- 4)r*

Between January 2007 and January 2009 the population of Canada increased by 4%.

o/................ /o

(b) Increase 32 million by 4%o:
Give your answer correct to the nearest million.

3z ^ l-oY
3?.?. t n^i\tr'ovr

3s. eq million

for 1 is 5 marks
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a

Red

GreenBlue

Red Blue

2 Here is a fair 5-sided spinner.

Hans spins the spinner 30 times.

Work out an estimate for the number of times the spinner lands on Red.

PC'eJ) -- ?,
F (r*J) = 

a/r^so =>
=

lz

3 + 15cm *

1
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

26 cm

A cylinder has a diameter of 15 cm and a height of 26 cm.

Work out the volume of the cylinder.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

V ; ftv'L,

= n x J'$t 7 L 6

+s 1q -l-?-'

= YS q0 *510
(Total for Question 3 is 3 marks)

cm3

4
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4 The lengths of the sides of a rhombus are 6 cm.
The length of the longer diagonal of the rhombus is 10 cm.
AB is a side of the rhombus.

Construct an accurate, fuIl-size drawing of the rhombus.
You must show all construction lines.

(.*

6r'' d. t*

A B
6cm

(Total for Question 4 is 4 marks)
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5 (a)Factorise 5a-3a2 = a (S - 3d-\

a(r-3o)
(b) Expand

(i) 2(4 -3w) x 6w

E 6w
(11) )P g+ 10)

) 3+ ro1

Y
3 +r01

(-1i

(c)w=#
a:1.28 b:0.8
Work out the vahre of lT.

W : 5.6 x l.zi ll-t-
-:=:0.9.

ll. z
W

{7}

(Total for Question 5 is 7 marks)

6
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6 (a) 8: {Students inYear 12}
G: {Students who study German}
F: {Students who study French}
M: {Students who study Maths}

(i) G a M:a
Use this information to write a statement about the students who study German
in Year 12

N o s tt^ J.^ ts stt^ bo tu Gerrna - atn J. Ma ths

(ii) Preety is a student tnYear 12
Preety e F.

Use this information to write a statement about Preety.

r eet -Jo", nst S t,^ \ Ptc ne Lr
t _. Ik

(b) A: {2,4,6,8, 10}
AnB: {2,4\
A w B : {1,2,3, 4, 6,8, 10}

List all the members of set B

g

g t I I , 7r 3. v?

f l, z, 9, V 1
i2)

(Total for Question 6 is 4 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.

6
7
,0
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Number of text
messages

Number of teenagers Mid-interval value

0to2 3 1 3
3to5 6 4 ?Y
6to8 10 I 7o
9to11 15 l0 rr0
12 to 14 5 t3 6s
15 to 17 1 f6 t6

7 The table shows information about the numbers of text messages sent by 40 teenagers
in one day.

(a) Write down the modal class. 3zz

I to ll q to ll

(b) (D Work out an estimate for the mean number of texts sent by the 40 teenagers
in one day.

Il4Eorn 3z ? = 8'L
qo

$-z
(ii) Explain why your answer to part (b)(i) is an estimate.

l{rJ- ln . tg,y.rtl \ue) N ta&- J r'.st's J 6f
OXa c t I

(Total for Question

VA

7 is 6 marks)

8
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8 Abag contains 60 beads.
x of the beads are red and the rest are green.
Altaaf takes at random a bead from the bag.

(a) State, in terms of x, the probability that Altaaf takes a red bead.

PC re l) = x
€o

'/6o

Altaaf puts his bead back in the bag.
Another 20 red beads are added to those in the bag.
The probability that Altaaf takes a red bead is now doubled.

(b) (i) Use this information to write down an equation in x
and show that your equation can be expressed as 8x: 3(x + 20)

><+zo l , JC

9o (o
8x = g (x +zo)

t-tL0 x
8tt 3o

8ox 3o (r + zo)

(ii) Solve 8x - 3(x + 20)
Show your working clearly,

.t-;r 2. ( o
x lL

lz
i:i

(Total for Question 8 is 6 marks)

t_
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9 O Diagram NOT

accurately drawn

3.4 cm

P R
5.8 cm

Triangle PQRhas a right angle at Q.

PQ:3.4 cm and PrR : 5.8 cm.

(a) Work out the size of angle QRP.
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

trn R = 3.+ 0.r 8 6 z--.
5.9

? Srn-'(O.rs6r-.-)

3s .1 35.1 o

The length 5.8 cm, of PR, is correct to 2 significant figures

(b) (D Write down the upper bound of the length of PR.

5.1 5. ?lr 5.1
5.ssS.Jtr S. E s-

(ii) Write down the lower bound of the length of PR.

cm

5.J s- cm
{2}

(Total for Question 9 is 5 marks)
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10 A bank pays compound interest of 6%o per annum on its savings accounts.
Julia invests $7500 for 3 years.

Calculate the total interest gained after 3 years.

Troo (r'r (,1,),

lsoO(1-06)3

91 32.64

Tt tQ,veJ{z 8t3z' 6z- 7So0

? lq 3z' 6L

$

(Total for Question 1_0_is 3 marks)

11 Make y the subject of 3(y + 2x - 1) : x + 5y

3.1 *6x-3'- xrrl
6x- x-S = sl :1

$x- 3 ?1

) = rx-3
>

5x- t
v L

(Total for Question 11 is 3 marks)
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12 ABCD and APQR are fwo similar quadrilaterals

PQ:9 cm.
BC: 6 cm.
AD: 5 cm.
QR: 12 cm.

P 9cm a

Se.1. &.t* =
B

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

1 : l.r
6

L2 cm

l<: l.f A

5cm

D
R

(a) Find the length of DC. z R O
h

Dc = lz x I1.5 cm

(b) Find the length of AR. Ag r tc
? rxl,s
= ?'r- 7'J- cm

rTr

The area of the quadrilateral ABCD is 32 cm2.

(c) Calculate the area of the shaded region.

Afe* of AP0K: 3zt l..r'
=12

SHAoen Ree.r aN z 'lz - gL

=+a

.lo
{3i

(Total for Question 12 is 7 marks)

6cm

cm2
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13
O R

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

P

s

P, Q, R and S are points on the circumference of a circle.
PR and pS intersect at T.
Angle QPR: 34" and angle PRS : 4lo

(a) (i) Find the size of angle PQS. ? l't I

ql o

(ii) Give a reason for your answer.

A n I le S lh the $ arra. c Solr'rsa + A*y ?- O

r 1\

(b) (i) Find the size of angle PTS.

Pi-s +la{- = l80
Prs 7r lro o

(ii) Explain why Tcannot be the centre of the circle.

B e e*nse lb ft n e t- tY-t',* P

{}i
(Total for Question 13 is 4 marks)
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14

ycm

.r cm

The diagram shows a rectangular photo frame of area A crrf .

The width of the photo frame is x cm.
The height of the photo frame isy cm.
The perimeter of the photo frame is72 cm. + 1 f * '\ -'1L
(a) Show that A: 36x - *

A=x1
:- x (ts6-{)
-- B6 x -Xa

f l = J z - zx

)= 36 -x

{-r}
dA

(b) Find ,(Lx 36-Lx
-="-

36- zx
Jr^ >o
crlt

(c) Find the maximum value of l. .f

6 6 - ar = g

X : ll

= E6(u) - ttz = 3zv A
(3)

(Total for Ouestion 14 is 8 marks)

A
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15 Two small magnets attract each other with a force, F newtons.
F is inversely proportional to the square of the distance, d cm, between them.

Whend:2,F:12
(a) Express F in terms of d.

F*r
d2

f - l<

dz F Yx
J ,Llz=L

rra4
k= tzx$ z tl?

(b) Calculate the value of F when d: 5

F-= q- 3

vx
F= dz

d2

F= rrE
F

s2
F = l-12

(c) calcula ," rn" uuffi"n F:3

F: l'q z

F

3

+f J +
Jr-
r+8

dz
lz-d= q-8

t6
-1- +u - ...................

{2)

(Total for Question 15 is 6 marks)
3
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16 The incomplete table shows information about the times, in minutes, that runners took to
complete a race. r' h= 3'+ + t L 0'a

(a) Use the histogram to calculate the number of runners who took between 40 and 50
minutes to complete the race.

Lt0 3'lc.< tt^o

CrW:td rR €@v Fru cf
la x3h 3 30

730 r': 'r
tAT

(b) Complete the histogram for the remamrng results.

Frequenc1
density "

r-t

l.

30 40 50 60 80

31 Time (r minutes)Lft

40(r<50Time (r minutes) 30(r<35 35<r<40 50(r<60 60(r<80
Number of runners 12 20 Va t2 t6

70

I ffill] ilil]ililI lillt ilil ililil llil illll llil lllll lllll lll lilP40612A01620
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Runners who achieved a time between 37 and 48 minutes to complete the race were
each awarded a silver medal.

(c) Calculate an estimate of the number of runners awarded silver medals.

3^* t 9r3

36

36
/?)

(Total for Question 16 is 6 marks)

17 Show that the recurring decimal O.f i = a45

X= 0.f 11Jl1 ....

lox ? 
''l'l?1'lf

1r : l. 6

x 1.6 r6 8
1 1o ?r

(Total for Question 17 is 2 marks)
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9cm

10
9cm o

18 C

B
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

A D

AOD is a diameter of a circle, with centre O ard radius 9 cm.
ABC is an arc of the circle.
AC is a chord.
Angle ADC:35"
Calculate the area of the shaded segment.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

ABEA oF gge.iofl = JO * R,^1-
3(o

+1.t10.---

Avc. tL AAoe= {'qx1'^srhlo
3r. osl

ARea aP Srrn969 SeerrGNT = (t.tt' \' Eo'^') - (Sa' osl--)
rl. q

I cm2

I ffiffi ilt lill lltll lilt illll illlil ilt llil illlt illl il1il l]t ll]P40612A01820
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J\*Jn
19 Show thatT

State the value of fr.

can be expressed in the form Jfr where k is an integer.

J? + .F1 I J; z Je * J6-+
!,i& dL

Js t It's hJZ
L a

)J?

EY

o: *il eS
(Total for Question 19 is 3 marks)

20 Simpli$z tully 43_+-x 2-x

+ (z-x) * 3x : g- tx +3*
* (z - r) z 8-x

X ( z -x) Y (z -x)
;----

8-x
^(2=y)

(Total for Question 20 is 3 marks)
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2t (x+5)cmB C Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

xcm

A D(x+8)cm

The diagram shows a tiapezium ABCD with AD parallel to BC,
AB : x cm, BC: (x * 5) cm and AD: (r + 8) cm.
The area of the trapezium is 42 crfr.

(a) Show that 2x2 +l3x- 84:0

E. t6'* r" ) ] I I ' cE x 3l 7 +?-+

x 9. +6.5x- gzzo

2^T 113)r - 9+:<t
(b) Calculate the perimeter of the trapezium.

Jx"+ 13x - ?q':6 CD 9. +ql

(f , +?l)(^ - *) =o
.r

x=.t8rY ll.s

Peerr-{ETEF 2 xt5 + x +3 + t< + c-f

1+lz'r6++ 3o

= 30
===:'

{$i

(Total for Question 21 is 7 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS IOO MARKS

cm
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